THE RUN - 885
Grandmaster: Crive
RA: MIA
Piss Poorer, Crive
VGM: The Big Yin
Hash Cash: Leopard Piss

Run 885
December 7 2019

Hareline: Leopard Piss
Webmaster: Tubbie Twinkie
Enforcer: Down Early
Hash Flash: Go Around Again
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A huge thank you to ST NICHOLAS 1 & 2
(TANGERINE MAN & UPHILL GARDENER)
for the “Santa bags”.

Run 885
December 7 2019
A nasty attack of Dungy fever saw Uphill Gardener substituted by Frikadella to stand side by

side with Tangerine Man to explain the trail to the almost 60 munchkins who rolled up to
brave the elements and risk the pong of the dump in Hua Thanon. No not Forest Dump. There
were a few newbies and one or two returnees and all listened, totally engrossed to the precise
instructions given by the Alpinist while Frikadella watched on in silence. A rare happening
when a lady Hasher is concerned. With a roll of drums and the crack of the starting cannon,
the pack shot off and didn’t have long to wait before the first of the 8 or so checks gave the
front running fuckers little in the way of problems. Likewise with the next couple and then the
Cripple route was signposted and all the rest shot off to port and kept up a steady pace for
the next klick or four.

Toblerone Man was nannying at the second split and despite the presence of a herd of wild
pachyderms everyone kept their collective nerve and were rewarded by a well laid and testing trail
which gave us the opperchancity to dangle our tootsies in the babbling brooks. Somehow or other we
managed to largely skirt round the disgusting stench of the non functioning incinerator with the only
complaint being that of the stretch of uphill concrete in the latter stages.
The bulk of the mob were home and sipping when Lima Papa received a telephonic communication
from she who must be obeyed “Bin Runnin” who had wandered astray and with the help of a cleverly
placed location marker. Her adoring hubby launched a rescue mission and returned the damsel to
camp just in time to catch the opening salvo of the Circle which rightly concluded that the duo of
Hares had done a sterling job with the paper and deserved the praise of one and all.
Our visitors were largely of the Swiss/Teutonic variety with the Hare’s family on hand to make sure he
kept sober and Lack Of Nookie’s better half making a welcome appearance also joining us was
Mother May I from Bahrain. Foghorn Leghorn got her 2 minutes of glory as Rambosnitch and had
words of advice for fellow countrymen Dirty Digger and Pink Willy, he of no shirt and cold botty, plus
Winkle got the thin edge of Foggy’s tongue.
No Balls didn’t know who he was squealing on, the Wankers or the Rambos but had no difficulty in
dreaming up some fictional misdemeanours as Tootie Frootie found out. Next was J.C.L. who attained
his 15th birthday and a fine strapping lad he is, I’d rather keep him for a week as a fortnight.
Shirts were awarded to Dog’s Bollocks 100 and the entire Quartermaster’s Family 200 with the head
of the clan slipping easily into an XXL
An assortment of Crashers stepped forward to hear the evidence against them with tales of tumbles
by Crive, Bin Runnin and Foghorn Leghorn who compounded her crime by neglecting, when
reporting the other Crashers, forgot to mention that she herself had performed a double summersault
with twist trailside and so for being economical with the truth she had a visit to Iceland.
Go Round also sported an assortment of bandages from his recent foray to the Golden Triangle, no
doubt there’s a good story about that which he may elaborate on when we all get together to meet
and greet our visitors from Singapore in the Lamai Lava Lounge on Friday at 18.30.
Saturday will see a huge turnout in Tom Kraut for a Forbeskin/Winkle/GRA spectacular followed by a
hootenanny and loads of great nosebag.
Sunday for the survivors of Saturday night there will be a gentle Hangover Hash in the general area of
the Metropolis i.e. Nathon, Lima Papa will be leading the faithful starting at 10.45 am.
For further details of transport to the weekend Trails contact Dog’s Bollocks.
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